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1. INTRODUCTION 

There are numerous applications where the objectives are to obtain precise relative 

locations of seismic sources, and to evaluate the accuracy and precision of these locations. 

Research in three ~fferent areas during the past 15 years which has focused on meeting 

these objectives includes: 

1) Improvements in instrumentation and data acquisition. Today most seismic data 

are recorded in digital form, and there exist more broad-band seismic stations than 

previously. 

2) Methods for joint hypocenter determination (JHD ). Because earth structure may 

be inhomogeneous or poorly known, it may be useful to adjust travel times by applying 

station corrections. Since Douglas ( 1967) and Dewey (1972) noted that there were often 

advantages in solving for hypocenters and for these station corrections simultaneously, 

several investigators have suggested more efficient schemes for finding these parameters 

without performing a brute-force iterative inversion (Frohlich, 1979; Jordan and Sverdrup, 

1981; Hermann et al., 1981; Pavlis and Booker, 1983; Pavlis and Hokanson, 1985; and 

Pujol, 1988). 

3) Methods for evaluating errors in event locations. The classical approach to error 

analysis utilizes a formal statistical analysis relying on underlying assumptions concerning 

the distribution of errors (e. g., Flinn, 1965; Jordan and Sverdrup, 1981; Boyd and Snoke, 

1984). More recent research has emphasized the importance of systematic errors (e. g., 

McLaren and Frohlich, 1985; Pavlis, 1992), and considered ways to estimate errors 

possessing unknown or unusual distributions (Tichelaar and Ruff, 1989). 

The present report discusses our preliminary efforts to evaluate how different event 

location methods interact with various types of phase arrival data. For this evaluation 

process we have developed a modular and convenient JHD software package which we 

have applied to three sets of clustered event data (Figure 1), each with quite different 

properties. These data sets are (Table 1); 1) 29 nuclear explosions from Mururoa, located 

using teleseismic P and PKP phases from stations in a restricted azimuthal range; 2) 41 

intermediate focus earthquakes from the nest near Bucaramanga, Colombia, located using 

teleseismic P phases from stations in a broad azimuthal range; and 3) 46 shallow 
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Figure 1. Location of Bucaramanga, Mururoa and Vanuatu study areas. In this report we 

evaluate the performance of the preliminary version of a seismic event relocation program using 

localized clusters of events occurring in each of these areas. 
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Table 1: Comparative Characteristics of Three Hypocentral Groups 

Geographic Region Focal Depth Phase Data Type Phases Azimuthal Gap Data Soirrce 

w Bucaramanga Intermediate (-160 km) Teleseismic, P,PKP <110 ISC 
Regional 

Mururoa Surface (-1 km) Teleseismic P,PKP <160 ISC 

Vanuatu Shallow (-30 km) Local P, S <240 Field Observations 



earthquakes from a concentration east of Efate, Vanuatu: located using P and S phases 
from a local network and a network of ocean bottom seismograph stations. 

For the JHD software package, the mathematical approach towards solving for 

hypocenters, determining station corrections, and evaluating errors is not new. Rather, the 

design focus for this prqgram is to achieve a flexible framew~rk, where it is.relatively. 

simple to add a variety of different modules for varying location method, travel time 

calculation, and error analysis. The program strives to achieve easy manipulation of phase 

arrival input data. It includes a simple method for assigning the same station correction to 

different stations or to different station/phase combinations. There are a variety of display 

options for output, and it is straightforward to use output data as input for a succeeding 

program run. By changing only a few input parameters we use this software package for 

locating local, regional or teleseismic events. Because the design is modular, it is 

straightforward to replace or modify the routines which calculate phase arrival times, solve 

the JHD equations, estimate errors, etc. We expect that a preliminary version of this 

software will be available for distribution sometime in 1993. 

This report also presents a method for determining the minimum-volume convex 

polyhedron enclosing a set of points in space. When event hypocenters are thought to 

originate from a point in space, the volume of this polyhedron can provide a measure of the 

precision of event location. Where event hypocenters occupy a non-zero volume, 

knowledge of the shape and volume of this polyhedron provides a means for comparing 

seismic moment rates to models of strain release and material deformation. We have also 

applied this method to simulate crystallization in metamorphic rocks (e.g., Carlson and 

Denison, 1992). Here, the approach is to simulate a rock with exactly the same bounding 

convex polyhedron as the crystallization centers in a real rock, thus insuring that edge 

effects influence statistical tests in the same way for both the real and simulated rock. To 

the best of our knowledge, the idea of using a minimum volume polyhedron as a practical 

enclosure for a set of points has not been suggested previously in the seismological or 

geological literature. 
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2. METHODS AND TEST DATA 

A. Convenient Software for Joint Hypocentral Determination 

Concerning the determination of location~ for seismic events - each situation is 

different, and ·yet every situation is the same. Concern1ng diffe~ences: th~ available data 

may be phases from teleseismic stations, or phases recorded at a local network; there may 

be P phases only, or P, S, PKP, and a host of more exotic phases; there may be thousands 

of seismic events of variable data quality; or a handful of well-recorded events; either 

single-event or lliD locations may be desired. Concerning similarities: in each case much 

of the research effort involves editing input data till it is in a convenient format for location 

software; then, evaluating the robustness of locations by varying data weights, station 

combinations, location methords, and error analysis schemes. Recently, larger and more 

diverse data sets have become available at data management centers, thus it has become 

desirable to possess a single unified software package which can be applied to all these data 

types and location problems. 

Thus, recently we have begun to develop a software package that is appropriate for 

a broad variety of data types and location problems (see Table 2). This section describes 

some of the characteristics of the preliminary version of this software. 

Minimal Editing: The program requires separate input files for trial hypocenters, 

observed phase arrivals, station-phase variable assignation, and setting defaults. Each trial 

hypocenter must have an identification number, used to associate hypocenters with phases 

in the phase arrival file and used in the program throughout the calculations. To choose a 

collection of events for location, the user need only specify the identification numbers of 

the desired events in the defaults file. Thus, to locate different combinations of events, the 

user does not have to edit the trial hypocenter file or the phase arrival file. 

In all input files, the program ignores comment lines beginning with the letter "c". 

Thus, in the phase arrival file the user can insert comments explaining additions, 

alterations, or excisions of phase arrivals. Or, in the hypocenter file the user can use 

comments to retain a running record of event locations obtained using different default 
values for the program. 
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Table 2: Characteristics of the Preliminary Relocation Program 

1 . Input files 

A. Defaults 

B. Trial hypocenters 

C. Station-phase associations- description of w{lich staiinn-phase combination will be 
used during relocation, and designation of station-phase combinations which will 
share the same station correction for JHD relocation. 

D. Phase arrival times 

E. Station locations 

2. Output files 

A. Summary - defaults, locations on all iterations, large residuals, table of azimuths of 
phase arrivals, table of all residuals 

B. Final hypocenters - in file with same format as 1.B 

C. Final station-phase associations and station corrections- in same format as l.C 

D. Phase arrival times - same format and information as l.D except output includes 
distance, azimuth, and residual information 

E. Event by Event Summary - one page for each event with input data, weights, 
distance, azimuths, residuals, location, error ellipsoid, etc. 

3 . Travel time options 

A. Flat earth model times - determined by program written by the author and described 
by Frohlich et al. (1982) 

B. J-B P times -determined from a Table. 

C. IASPEI 1991 travel times- determined from a program written by Ray Buland and 
described by Kennett (1991). 

4. Phase weighting options 

A. Equal weights for all data 

B. User-assigned weights depending on user-assigned quality - For example, user 
assigns each phase a quality 1, 2, 3, or 4 and then specifies that these shoud receive 
weights 1.0, 0.5, 0.25, and 0. respectively. 

C. Residual-dependent boxcar/ramp- For user-selected constants B and R, weights are 
1.0 for residuals between -B and +B, and vary linearly between 0.0 and 1.0 for 
residuals between-B-Rand -B, and between Band B+R. 

D. Residual-dependent Gaussian weights- For user-selected constant G, weights are 
exp( -(Res/G)2). 

E. Azimuthal weights - The weights are normalized so that the weights are equal for 
each of Naz user-specified azimuthal sectors. The user must specify the azimuth of 
the boundary between the first and second azimuthal sector. 

F. Combinations or weights - The user can specify that the weights used for relocation 
are the product of the weights determined from any or all of the methods A-E 
above. 
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Choice of Phase and Weight: In the default file the user can choose to determine 

phase arrivals using several different options. The presently available options include: flat 

earth P or S times calculated for a user-specified structure (Frohlich et al., 1982), P times 

interpolated from the J-B tables, or any of the phases including P, S, PeP, ScP, PKP, etc. 

calculated from tht: IASPEI 1991 software (Kennett, 1991). 

The user can also specify a variety of phase weighting schemes to influence how 

travel time residuals affect the least squares location process. The present options include: 

phase residuals weighted equally; phase residuals weighted depending on a user assigned 

phase quality, with the quality-dependent weights set by the user; phase residuals weighted 

depending on a boxcar-ramp function, with the width of the boxcar and ramp set by the 

user; and phase residuals weighted depending on a Gaussian function, with the width of 

the Gaussian set by the user. The user can also choose to implement an azimuthal 

weighting scheme, so that the least squares process weights equally arrivals from each of a 

user-selected number of azimuthal sectors. Finally, the user can select more than one of 

these weighting options, for example, one can choose to equalize weights azimuthally, with 

the weights being dependent on a Gaussian, but adjusted for the user assigned phase 

quality. 

Variable Association: In the station-phase variable assocation file, the user can 

choose to calculate and apply the same station correction at several different stations. Thus, 

for JHD relocations one can apply the same station correction variable for stations in similar 

tectonic provinces. Or, the user can choose to have station corrections for different phases 

be the same except for a specified multiplicative factor. Thus, if desired one can use the 

same station correction for P and S phases at a particular station; or, one could have the S 

station correction be, say, 1.71 times the P station correction. 

Method of Solution: Currently, for either fixed or variable focal depths the user can 

choose single-event locations; or relocation by the "fast" niD method described by 

Frohlich (1979). The future plan is also to include options for the relocation method 

described by Herrmann (1981), and to use singular-value decomposition to solve the niD 

equations as suggested by Jordan and Sverdrup (1981). 

Error Analysis Options: Currently we calculate error ellipsoids for all hypocenters 

using a classical approach (Flinn, 1965; Willemann and Frohlich, 1987). Future plans 

include the option to use projection operators as suggested by Jordan and Sverdrup (1981). 
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Also, to investigate the importance of data from individual stations, we hope to develop a 

"mini-jackknifing" option which determines how much each location is affected by 

removing data from individual stations or station groups. 

B. D_etermining the MinimU:m-Volume Convex Polyhedron Enclosing a Set of Points in 

Space 

Background: There exist"numerous applications in seismology and geology where it 

is useful to define a volume in space which encloses a set of points. For example: 

1. For groups of earthquakes or explosions which are thought to originate from the 

same location, this volume will be a measure of the uncertainty in location. 

2. For groups of earthquakes or explosions thought to originate from a region 

having non-zero volume, the defined volume is a measure of the degree of localization of 

the events. It also provides a way of estimating moment release, since there is a simple 

relationship between seismic moment, volume, and seismically released strain (e. g., see 

Kostrov, 1974, or Frohlich and Apperson, 1992). 

3. Whenever it is desirable to simulate spatial processes so as to make statistical 

comparisons with real data, one requires a defmed volume which has comparable statistical 

properties to the real data. For example, we might desire that the "shape" of the defined 

volume be such that statistical tests would suffer from the same edge effects, due to the 

finite size of the volume, as do the real data. 

It is possible to propose a variety of different volumes which enclose a set of 

points. For example, in any coordinate system one can determine a rectangular prism 

enclosing a set of points simply by searching to find the minimum and maximum value of 

each of the coordinates in the set. If one desires a volume which is coordinate-system

independent, one could attempt to find the sphere of minimum volume which encloses the 

points. However, neither of these volumes is likely to provide a satisfactory description of 

the region occupied by the points unless there is reason to expect that this region is 

rectangular, or spherical. 

A more appropriate choice is the convex polyhedron of minimum volume enclosing 

the set of points. This is unique and will have approximately the same "shape" as the set of 
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points. Since it may not be immediately obvious how to determine this polyhedron, below 

we describe an algorithm to accomplish this. Upon request, the author of this report will 

provide a Fortran program implementing this algorithm. This program has been applied to 

determine the minimum volume convex polyhedron enclosing as many as 4755 points 

(Figure 2). 

Algorithm: The basic approach of the algorithm below rests on the fact that any 

three distinct points i, j, kin a setS of N points will define one of the triangles forming the 

convex polyhedron bounding S if all of the points inS besides i, j, and k lie within or on 

the same side of the plane defined by i, j, and k (Figure 3). Thus, in principle, one could 

determine all the faces of the bounding polyhedron simply by searching through all 

possible combinations of three points inS. Unfortunately, if N is large this is not feasible, 

since the number of possible combinations goes as N3. 

However, we can significantly reduce the search if we reorder the N points in terms 

of one of the vertical coordinates and then search for faces beginning with the bottommost 

points and preceding upward (Figure 4). We first find all the triangular faces meeting at 

the bottommost point (call it point b). We next proceed to the bottommost remaining point 

(call it point a) along the upper edge of the surface determined by these faces (the "edge 

polygon"), and search for additional faces utilizing this point. Because the faces already 

found entirely surround all points inS below point a, we need only search the array R for 

possible faces among points situated above point a. After each triangular face is found, we 

check the points along the edge polygon to see if connecting any two of them will give us 

another face, as well as reduce the complexity of the edge polygon. Then, we repeat the 

process of finding faces connected to the bottommost remaining point along the edge 

polygon, until we have found all the faces enclosing the setS. 

To visualize this algorithm, it is convenient to think of how you might use 

triangular tiles to construct a vase to hold water. A natural approach might be to first join 

together the tiles meeting at the lowermost portion of the vase till they formed a shallow 

basin. If this basin were filled with water till it overflowed, you would then progressively 

add tiles at the point of overflow, building up the vase from bottom to top till the vase was 

enclosed completely. At each step of construction you could safely ignore interior points 

below the point of overflow, because they cannot be part of the exterior of a convex 

polyhedral vase. 
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Figure 2. Minimum-volume convex polyhedron enclosing 4755 points which are porphyroblast crystallization centers for a rock sample described by 
Carlson and Denison (1992). Each triangle represents three points on the exterior of the bounding polyhedron. The left and right figures depict 
bounding face triangles as viewed from above the sample, with the left figure depicting the faces on the top surface of the sample, and the right figure 
depicting faces on the bottom surface of the sa11_1ple. For this s~mpl~, the bounding polyhedron consisted of 133 ~oints co~nected by 393 edges, 
making up 262 faces. Thus, 4622 of the 4755 pOints were on the tntenor of the boundmg polyhedron. The numbers In each tnangle tell the order in 
which the programmed nlgori.thm found the first 50 and the last 50 bounding faces. 



a a 

+ + X 
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X 
c 

Figure 3. A plane P containing three points a, b, and c in a set S will be part of the 

mininum-volume convex bounding polyhedron if and only if all the remaining points inS 

lie within or on one side of P (left diagram). If there are points on both sides of the plane 

(right diagram), it cannot be part of the bounding polyhedron. In these diagrams, points on 

one side are represented by + symbols, points on the other side by X symbols. 
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Figure 4. Determination of the minimum-volume polyhedral surface enclosing a set of points. This figure 

depicts front and top views of the front and back surfaces of a polyhedral surface enclosing 8 points and 

having 12 faces. Suppose we have already determined the six face triangles (labeled 1 to 6) connected to 

the bottommost point, labeled b. To find additional faces, consider the polygon formed by the upper edge 

of the 6 previously found faces. There are two ways to find additional faces. One way is to connect the 

lowermost point a on the hexagonal edge polygon to a point such as point t, and then add face 7 formed by 

points t, a, and c. This way adds a 7th face and also increases the number of sides of the edge polygon 

from 6 to 7. The other way is to connect non-adjacent points on the edge polygon such as such as t and d, 

forming face 8 from the points c, d, and t. This adds an 8th face but reduces the number of sides of the 

edge polygon from 7 to 6. The bounding polyhedron is complete when the last face is found, reducing the 

number of sides of the edge polygon from three to two. 
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The computational algorithm for determining the minimum volume convex 

polyhedron proceeds as follows: 

Step 1. Read in three spatial coordinates for a set of N points in space, and place 

them in an array R(3,N). 

Step 2. Sort the array R in terms of its first coordinate; thus, points are rordered so 

that the first coordinate ranges from smallest to largest values, i. e., R(1,1) < R(1,2) 

< R(1,3) < .... R(l,N-1) < R(l,N). 

Step 3. Begin search to find the first face of the polyhedron: For computational 

purposes we will search the points beginning with the lowermost, as defined by the first 

coordinate (i.e., the points R(l,k)). We begin the search by considering points between 

k=klow and k=khigh, with klow=l and khigh=3. At this time we have found no faces, so 

nraces=O. 

Step 4. Loop over kmid· where kmid is a number such that klow < kmid < khigh· 

Thus, search through planes determined by points k10 w, kmid, and khigh. For each plane 

(kiow• kmid· khigh)· check all N points to see if all lie within or on the same side of the 

plane. If so, proceed to Step 5. If not, increment krugh by 1 and repeat Step 4. 

Step 5. Now nraces = 1. Define the "edge polygon" as the triangle with nectgepoly = 

3 points (kiow, kmid· kiast = khigh). Go to Step 6. 

Step 6. Loop over k fork> k10 w, searching through planes determined by points 

k10 w, k, and kiast For each plane (k10 w, k, kiast)• check all N points to see if all lie within 

or on the same side of the plane. When this occurs, proceed to Step 7. 

Step 7. Increment nraces by 1. Since we have just added a triangular face bounded 

on one side by points kiow and kiast on the edge polygon, insert point k as the (n+ 1 )st edge 

point between point k1ow and kiast, and increment nectgepoly by 1. 

Step 8. Beginning with kl0 w, consider all nedgepoly points on the edge polygon, 

connecting each trio ki, kj, km of adjacent points. Check to see if the plane formed by 

these three points is a face (with all N points inS within or on the same side of the plane). 

If so, increment nraces by 1, remove point kj from the edge polygon, thus decrementing 
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nedgepoly by 1. If nedgepoly is now 2, go to Step 10. Repeat Step 8 till one has considered 

all trios of adjacent points on the edge polygon without finding a new face. 

Step 9. Find the smallest of the nectgepoly numbers describing the edge polygon, and 

let this be ktow· Let ktast be the number describing ~he lower of the two points adjacent to 

ktow· Go to Step 6. 

Step 10. The bounding polyhedron is now complete. With the addition of the last 

triangular face in Step 8, the number of points nedgepoly in the edge polygon went from 3 to 

2. All N points either lie within or on the surface of the polyhedron formed by the faces, 

numbering nraces· 

In practice, certain bookkeeping procedures help to insure the robustness of the 

above procedure for determining the bounding polyhedron: 

• When the algorithm is successful, each of the edges connecting adjacent 

extremities of the bounding polyhedron is attached to exactly two triangular faces. Thus, 

after determining the number of faces nraces making up the bounding polyhedron, we also 

find the number of points npoints and number of edges nedges at its extremities, and check to 

see that each edge has two faces in common. 

• If more than three points in S lie in the plane determined by one of the faces, 

because of roundoff error the program may incorrectly determine that the fourth point is not 

within the bounding polyhedron. Thus, we normally consider that a point lies within the 

polyhedron if it lies in or within a specified distance, say 0.0001 units, of the surface. 

• If the above type of numerical instability still prevents the program from finding 

the bounding polyhedron, we add a small normally distributed random component (a 

"jiggle" of perhaps 0.001 units) to each of theN points inS, and then apply the algorithm 

again. 

Statistics: Bounding Volume, Surface Area, Shape Factor: Because the bounding 

polyhedron is convex, we can determine its volume V by fixing some point in the interior 

and finding the the sum of volumes of tetrahedra formed by each face and the interior point. 

Two such interior points will simply be the points whose coordinates are the average of all 

the N points in S, or the average of all the npoints points forming the exterior of the 
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polyhedron. The volume of each of the constituent tetrahedra will just be the area of the 

triangular face times one third of the perpendicular distance between the interior point and 

the plane containing the face. 

Similarly, we can determine the surface area A of the bounding polyhedron by 

·adcllng up .the areas of eac;h of the face triangles that make. up the bounding polyhedron .. 

From the volume V, we can calculate an approximate linear dimension yl/3 for the group 

of events. 

In addition, from V and the surface area A we can calculate a "shape factor" (Table 

3). We define the shape factor to be [V/(41t/3)] l/3j[A/41t] 1/2. This means that the shape 

factor approaches 1.0 as the shape of an object approaches the shape of a perfect sphere, it 

approaches 0.0 as the shape flattens out like a pancake or is drawn out like a a string, and it 

lies between 0.0 and 1.0 for all other shapes. Essentially, the shape factor measures the 

degree of sphericity of a shape. Calculating the the shape factor for a bounding polyhedron 

for a set of points allows us to determine whether the points occupy a volume in space, or 

alternatively, whether they occupy a flat or needle-shaped region. 

If a group of events all lie at the same focal depth they will occupy zero volume, 

thus both yl/3 and the shape factor will be 0. For example, for the relocation of Mururoa 

explosions we fixed the focal depths at 1.0 krn. Thus, to evaluate the compactness of the 

epicentral groups we calculated the surface area As of the polygon containing the events, 

and determined the approximate spatial extent to be As 1/2. 

C. Test Data 

We utilize seismic data from three different geographic regions to evaluate how 

method of location affects the volumes of groups of hypocenters. These three regions are: 

1.) the intermediate-focus "nest" of earthquakes occurring near Bucaramanga, Colombia; 2) 

nuclear explosions from Mururoa, in French Polynesia, and reported in the Bulletin of the 

International Seismological Centre (ISC); and 3) small earthquakes occurring in a nest of 

activity west of Efate, Vanuatu, and recorded by an ocean bottom seismograph experiment 

in 1989 (Olson, 1991). 

Earthquakes in the Bucaramanga Nest: Near the town of Bucaramanga, Colombia, 

there exists a "nest" of earthquakes at a depth of approximately 160 km focal depth 
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Table 3: Shape Factors for some Familiarly Shaped Objects. 

If V and A ~e the volume and surface area .of an object, then the shape factor is defmed to be 

(VA rc)II3J(A/4rc)112 
3 . . 

Object Volume Surface Area Shape Factor 

1. Sphere, radius R ~R3 
3 4rcR2 1.00 

2. Cube, sideS S3 6S2 0.90 

3. Rectangular Solid, fwd 2(fw + wd + fd) 1.55(fwd)113 
sides f, w, d (fw + wd + Rd) 1/2 

3a. Example w= 1, d= 1, f=4 4 18 0.82 

3b. Example w=10, d=10, f=1 100 240 0.65 

1.52 cs\) 
113 

4. Pyramid with square base ls2h s2 ( 1 +Jl+(~h)2 ) 
( 1 +Jl+(~h)2 r of side S, height h 3 

1 
4a. Example S=h= 1 3 1 + {5 0.84 

100 
4b. Example S=10, h=1 3 202 0.50 

4c. Example S=1, h=10 
10 21 0.72 
3 
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(Schneider et al., 1987). The ISC reports about 217 events having magnitudes of 4.7 or 

greater occurring between 1964 and 1992. Of these, we chose 41 occurring between 1964 

and 1977 for which we had ISC phase information, and which were observed at 100 or 

more stations, occurred between 6.7°N and 6.9°N, between 72.9°W and 73.1 °W, and had 

focal depths between 140 km and 180 km (Figure 5). For the relocation, we utilized 

stations which recorded P or PKP phases for at least halfof the above events. These were: 

local stations (BCR, BMG, CHN, and PSO), regional stations (ARE, BAO, BDF, BOG, 

BOCO, CAR, HRA, LPB, NNA, PNS, TRN, SDV, TOY, ZLP, and ZOBO), North 

American stations and arrays (ALQ, BMO, CPO, EUR, GOL, MBC, SCH, UBO and 

YKA), and various distant stations (CHG, EKA, GBA, KIC, KOD, SHL, SPA and 

WRA). All of the phase data used were reported by the ISC, i. e., none of the phases were 

personally read by the author. 

For the remainder of this report we shall refer to this group of earthquakes as data 

set B-1. The principal properties which characterize data set B-1 are intermediate focal 

depth, teleseismic phase data, and good azimuthal control. 

We compare these locations to several different sets of reported locations from the 

Bucaramanga region. Dewey (1972) carefully evaluated arrivals for Bucaramanga events 

occurring between 1958 and 1970 and reported in the ISC bulletins, and personally reread 

selected phase observations. From these data he assigned 93 events a quality rating of "A"

- these events comprise data set B-2. The Harvard group has reported centroid moment 

tensors (CMT) for 14 events occurring between 1977 and 1992, and the locations of these 

events are data set B-3. Using observations from a temporary network of local stations (3 

weeks in 1979), Schneider et al. (1987) precisely determined 27 hypocenters in the 

Bucaramanga nest. We did not relocate these events as Schneider et al. (1987) did not 

report phase information. However, these 27 earthquakes represent Schneider's "best" 

events, and are thought to be representive of the location and spatial extent of the nest. We 

shall call these events data set B-4. 

Nuclear Explosions from Mururoa Recorded Teleseismically: Between 1977 and 

1988 about 55 nuclear explosions have occurred in Mururoa which are large enough to be 

recorded teleseismically and located by the ISC. From these events, we have selected 29 

events (Figure 6) which possessed phase data at a majority of the following stations: ALQ, 

BDW, EUR-BMN, BNG, COL, CTA, DOU, EDM, FVM, GBA, GLA, GOL, JAS, 

KDC, DJF, LJU, LBP-ZOBO, FRI-MHC-PRI, MOA, NDI, NEW-PNT, NIE, NUR, 
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Figure 5 The map on the left shows the JHD relocations for the 41 earthquakes (X's) in 

data set B-1, near Bucaramanga, Colombia. The diagram on the right is a stereographic 

projection showing the azimuthal distribution of stations (triangles) used for the relocation 

of these events. Note that there is a reasonably good azimuthal distribution of stations for 

both distant and nearby stations. 
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Figure 6 The map on the left shows the locations reported by ISC for the 29 nuclear 

explosions (X's) in data set T-1, near the Mururoa, French Polynesia. The diagram on the 

right is a stereographic projection showing the azimuthal distribution of stations (triangles) 

used for the relocation of these events. Note that because there are no nearby stations all 

the stations lie near the center of the focal sphere, and most lie to the north and northeast of 

the source region. 
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PMR, BRG-GRF-KGC-PRA-PRU, SES, TUL, WRA, YKA-YKC, WDC, and ZST (for 
JHD relocation we determined a single common station correctionstation groups connected 

by a"-"). These stations were selected because they reported P or PKP arrivals for more 

than 50% of the events. Generally, the available phase data are limited mostly to two 

azimuths, one from stations primarily in North America, and the other from a few stations 

'in Australia. Many of the best available phase data come from PKP phases." In all our 

relocations we have fixed the focal depths of these events at 1.0 km. 

These events form data set T-1. The principal properties which characterize the set 

T-1 are shallow focal depth, teleseismic phase data, and poor azimuthal control. 

C. Earthquakes Recorded by Ocean Bottom Seismographs in Vanuatu: 

Just west of the island of Efate in Vanuatu (formerly, the New Hebrides) there 

exists a distinct concentration of shallow earthquake activity (Chatelain et al., 1986). 

Neither teleseismic locations nor locations from the Vanuatu land network adequately 

constrain the geometry of these locations. In 1989, the University of Texas at Austin and 

the French agency ORSTOM jointly operated two networks (Olson et al., 1991) of 

approximately 10 ocean bottom seismographs (OBS, described in Frohlich et al., 1990) to 

augment the land network and study these events. From the earthquakes located by the 

joint OBS-land network, we have selected 46 events (Figure 7). Each of these events was 

situated between 17.35°S and 17.85°S, 167.7°E and 168.2°E, with focal depths between 20 

km and 45 km, and was located using P phases from 5 or more stations, S phases from 3 

or more stations, and an azimuthal gap of 240 degrees or less. 

The 46 events which meet these three criteria form the data set V-1. The principal 

properties which characterize the set V -1 are shallow focal depth, local network phase data, 

and good azimuthal control. Data set V -2 is a subset of the events in V -1, chosen to have 

an azimuthal gap of 180 degrees or less. Of these 22 events, data set V-2A are 10 events 

recorded during the first OBS deployment from 22 June to 16 July, 1989, and data set V-

2B are 12 events recorded during the second OBS deployment from 21 July to 19 August, 

1989. 
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Figure 7. The map A shows the locations of 15 OBS stations (triangles), 5 land stations 

(triangles), and 46 earthquake events (X's) in data set V-1, near Efate, Vanuatu. The 

locations shown are determined by the single-event method. Cross sections B and C are at 

the same scale as the map, and are oriented as shown by the crossed lines on the map. 
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3. RESULTS 

A. Eanhquakes in the Bucaramanga Nest: 

The calculated vo!ume of the ~ucaramanga nest differs considerably for the various 

data sets (Table 4). For data set B-1 it also varies depending on the method of relocation. 

The calculated volumes ranged from 25,526 .km3 for set B-3, the Harvard CMT data, to 

11.2 km3 for set B-4, the local network locations of Schneider et al. (1987). However, the 

Harvard data represent 15 years of seismic observations, whereas the Schneider et al. 

(1987) observations represent data collected only over a 3 week period. If we approximate 

the spatial extent of the nest as the cube root of the calculated volume V, then these extreme 

results correspond to spatial extents ranging from 2.2 to 29.4 km. Dewey's (1972) 

selected and relocated events, data set B-2, has a spatial extent of 18.4 km, significantly 

larger than the 13.7 km for set B-1, the reported ISC locations. 

For data B-1, our single event relocations using about 30 selected stations possess a 

considerably larger volume (12,389 km3 or a spatial extent of 23.1 km) than the volume 

from the original ISC reported locations (2,591 km3, or a spatial extent of 13.7 km), 

determined using 100 stations or more. However, the set becomes considerably more 

compact when we undertake JHD relocations using the same observations-- the volume for 

the 41 events becomes 2,087 .km3 or a spatial extent of 12.8 km. This is virtually identical 

to the volume and spatial extent of the original ISC locations. However, as expected the 

JHD relocation does bring about an approximately 60% reduction in the RMS residual of 

the phase arrivals, from 1.42 sec to 0.64 sec. 

We can make some crude estimates of rates of strain release within the source 

region of the Bucaramanga nest by making some assumptions about the relationship 

between magnitude, moment, and strain. As noted by Kostrov (1974), the tensor 

relationship between seismic moment release M and strain E associated with seismic 

activity is 
M 

£=--
2J,LV 

where V is the volume of the region radiating seismic moment, and J.l. is ridigity (see also 

Frohlich and Apperson, 1992). We can use the moment reported by the Harvard CMT to 

calculate the moment release rate within the Bucaramanga nest since 1977. For activity 

prior to 1977 we can estimate the moment release using the approximate relationship 
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Table 4: Summary of Locations for Seismic Events in the Three Study Areas 

Number 
Data Set of Events Location by ... _ _BMS (sec) Volume (km3) Volumelf3(km) Shape Factor 

Bucaramanga Earthquakes- Reported Locations 

B-1 41 ISC ----- 2,591. 13.7 0.903 
B-2 93 Dewey (1972) ----- 6,199. 18.4 0.871 . 
B-3 14 HarvardCMT ----- 25,526. 29.4 0.770 
B-4 27 Schneider et al. (1987) ----- 11.2 2.2 . 0.828 

Bucaramanga Earthquakes- Relocations (this study) 

B-1 41 Single Event - wts G 1.42 12,389. 23.1 0.878 
B-1 41 JHD- wts G 0.64 2,087 12.8 0.815 

Number 
Data Set of Events Location by ... RMS (sec) Area (km2) Area 112(km) Shape Factor 

tv 
Tuamoto Explosions- Reported Locations I..N 

T-1 29 ISC ----- 1,406. 37.4 0. 

Tuamoto Explosions -Relocations (this sllldy) 

T-1 29 Single Event - no wts 2.77 10,762. 103.7 0. 
T-1 29 Single Event - wts G 2.21 23,078. 151.9 0. 
T-\ 29 JHD- no wts 1.36 3,548. 59.6 0. 
T-1 29 JHD- wts G, A 0.91 2,135. 46.2 0. 

Number 
Data Set of Events Location by ... RMS (sec) Volume (km3) Volumel!3(km) ~hape Factor 

Vanuatu Earthquakes- Relocations (this study) 

V-1 46 Single Event 0.39 7,789. 19.8 0.902 
V-1 46 JHD 0.29 14,259. 24.2 0.796 
V-2 22 Single Event 0.41 5,276. 17.4 0.778 
V-2 22 JHD 0.24 6,787. 18.9 0.772 
V-2A 10 SE 0.37 2,072 12.7 0.775 
V-2A 10 JIID 0.22 2,015. 12.6 0.771 
V-2B 12 SE 0.42 682. 8.8 0.618 
V-2B 12 JI!U 0.24 I ,447. 11.3 0.678 



where Mw is the ma.gnitude and Mo is the seismic moment (Hanks and Kanamori, 1979) . 

. The moment release rat~ calculateq in this w_ay is approximately 5-10x1016 ~yne-. 

em/sec whether calculated from Harvard or ISC data, or from earthquakes occurring before 

or after 1977 (Table 5). We can estimate the strain rate if the volume of the nest is in the 

range 10-2000 km3, as estimated in Tables 4 and 5, and if ll is about 1.2X10ll Pascals, as 

estimated by Dziewonski et al. (1975) for the mantle at a depth of about 200 km. This 

calculation fmds that the strain rate within the Bucaramanga nest lies between 1Q-14fsec and 

4X10-12jsec (Table 5). 

B. Nuclear Explosions from Mururoa Recorded Teleseismically: 

Relocation of the the Mumuroa events in data set T-1 does not bring the epicenters 

into a more compact group, indeed, the epicenters reported by the ISC fit in a smaller 

polygonal area (1,406 km2) than do any of the relocated epicenter groups (Table 4). The 

only relocation method to produce a group with a comparable compactness was when we 

applied JHD using both Gaussian weighting and azimuthal weighting of residuals ("JHD -

wts G, A" in Table 4). 

However, the application of JHD and various weighting schemes did reduce the 

RMS residuals as expected. Both JHD relocations had RMS residuals about half of the 

size those from the single event relocations (0.91 and 1.36 sec, compared to 2.21 and 2.77 

sec). Also, for both JHD and single event relocations the application of Gaussian 

weighting reduced the RMS residuals by about 0.5 sec. 

C. Earthquakes Recorded by Ocean Bottom Seismographs in Vanuatu: 

For data sets V-1, V-2, and V-2A relocation using JHD actually produced a less 

compact group of hypocenters than did single-event relocation (Table 4). For example, for 

V-1 the volume was 7,789 km3 for single-event relocation, and 14,259 km3 for JHD 

relocation. For data set V -1, this may occur because about half of these events have 

azimuthal gaps exceeding 180•. Also, sets V -1 aJld V-2 contain events from two different 

OBS deployments, although during both deployments the events recorded by OBS were 
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Table 5: Moment Sums and Strain Rates for the Bucaramanga Nest 

Number Moment Rate Minimum Strain Rate* 
Data Source Years Earthquakes (dyne-em/sec) (sec-1) 

ISC 1964-1992 200 8.14x1016 1.69x10-14 

ISC 1964-1976 89 10.04x1016 2.09x10·14 

ISC 1977-1992 111 6.90x1016 1.27x10·14 

HarvardCMT 1977-1992 14 4.74x1016 0.99x10·14 

*Minimum strain rate assumes a volume of 2000 km3 and a rigidity of 1.2x 1011 Pascals 
**Maximum strain rate assumes a volume of 10 km3 and a rigidity of 1.2x 1011 Pascals 

Maximum $train Rate** 
(sec-1) 

3.39x10·12 

4.18xi0-12 

2.54xi0-12 

1.98xi0-12 

.. 
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also observed on common land stations. When we separate data from each OBS 

deployment to form sets V-2A and V-2B, the JHD relocations for V-2B are still less 

compact than the single event relocations. 

For all the Vanuatu data sets, the spatiai extent (V-113) of the events was 25 km or 

less. In all cases the JHD relocations possessed·RMS re.s~duals about 25%-40% smal~er 

than the single event relocations. 

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

For most seismic events, one never actually determines a "true" location, rather, we 

must obtain the most plausible locations possible using sparse, error-prone phase 

observations and a variety oflocation methods. Usually, before selecting a "best" location 

one prefers to locate the events using a variety of different methods and assumptions, and 

selecting different subsets of the data. To simply this process we are developing an 

especially flexible relocation program. The choice of various options is quite seamless; 

single event or JHD relocation; flat-earth or IASPEI91 travel times; unweighted, weighted, 

or azimuthally weighted residuals; individual or grouped station correction variables; etc. 

In this report we utilize a preliminary version of this program to evaluate available 

data for three groups of seismic events; earthquakes in the intermediate focus "nest" near 

Bucaramanga, Colombia; nuclear explosions occurring in Mururoa; and small earthquakes 

occurring in a highly active area near Efate, Vanuatu, recorded by a network of land and 

temporary OBS stations. While these event groups are all similar in that the events occur 

within a very localized cluster; the groups are quite different otherwise, such as focal depth, 

local or teleseismic data (Table 1). 

To evaluate how different relocation methods affect locations in these data clusters, 

we have developed a method for determining the smallest convex polyhedron which 

encloses a set of hypocenters. This is useful for evaluating locations when there are 

reasons to expect that several events all arise from the same focus or from a very localized 

region. As a seismological tool, plots of the polyhedron are useful for determining a gross 

shape for a group of epicenters. Also, the polyhedron is useful because it provides a 

method for assigning a unique volume and surface area to a group of epicenters. Most of 

the other methods we apply to these data are familiar to practicing seismologis.!.s, and do not 

require discussion here. 
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When one desires to find locations for a localized group of hypocenters, it is 

instructive to compare the volume of the bounding polyhedron for the group as it is 

relocated by various methods. Often, there are reasons to expect that "better" locations will 

occupy a sinaller volu~e, thus, the polyhedron volume represents a simple and quantitative 

way for choosing among various. relocation methods. Seismologists often use the RMS 

residual as a statistic for evaluating location quality. However, for comparing different 

methods this is often misleading since location methods such as ·Gaussian weighting 

essentially ignores travel times which don't fit as expected, or ascribe it to a different 

origin. Similarly, JHD simply ascribes misfit to a different origin. Thus, the volume of a 

hypocentral group is in some ways superior as a method for making comparative 

evaluations of location methods. 

The results of these comparisons are sometimes unexpected, for example, in some 

situations JHD relocations may actually be worse than single-event relocations. In this 

study this seems to have occurred for the relocations of events in Vanuatu (Table 4). 

Similarly residual weighting schemes designed to selectively ignore "inconsistent" data 

with large residuals may occasionally ignore the wrong data. This seems to have occurred 

for the single-event relocation of the Mururoa events. 

While this study has concentrated on improving methods for finding and evaluating 

locations, it is always important to remember that improved location methods are no 

substitute for more and better data. Our relocations for the explosions in the Mururoa group 

provide a graphic illustration of the paradoxes that occur when data are sufficiently sparse 

or data quality is poor. For Mururoa, where there were no local phase observations, poor 

azimuthal control, little or no data redundancy in all but one azimuth, and no carefully 

reread phases, using an azimuthal Gaussian weighting scheme actually seemed to decrease 

the resolution of single event relocation. 

This paradoxical situation apparently occurs because for Mururoa events there are 

phase observations from only one or two stations in all azimuths except for the azimuth 

with North American stations. Thus, in the sparse azimuths the azimuthal Gaussian 

weights sometimes caused the relocation program to undervalue "correct" phase arrival 

times and place undue confidence in "bad" data. Presently the locations reported by the 

ISC are more compact than our relocations simply because the ISC uses phase arrivals 

from all available stations to determine locations, thus, the additional redundancy gained by 
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using all the data makes up for what is lost because the station network may be 
considerably different for various events. It would be instructive to compare our 

relocations using phase information reported by the ISC to relocations using only four to 

six stations, carefully selected to have a reasonable azimuthal coverage, and using P or 

PKP pha~es carefully reread by the author. The author's experience suggests that these 

· relocations would be· superior to any of those undertaken at present. 

Of the data sets considered here, the Bucaramanga events were most localized in 

space, and the Bucaramanga data possessed the best azimuthal distribution of stations. For 

the Bucaramanga nest, there is no apparent improvement in location when we relocate 

events with a single-event method using selected stations and phase information reported 

by the ISC. However, if we apply JHD methods to the same data, we obtain a 

significantly more compact source volume, comparable to but slightly smaller than the 

source volume obtained by the ISC using all reported data. 

It is interesting to speculate how localized the Bucaramanga hypocenters would 

become if we possessed phase arrival times that had been personally reread and checked to 

remove errors, etc. Dewey's (1972) data set B-2 represents a partial attempt to do this. 

Surprisingly, the bounding polyhdedron for the data set B-2 is even less compact than that 

for the ISC data (set B-1). If we had teleseismic phase observations of P, pP, and PKP 

read from broadband digitial stations would we find a Bucaramanga nest with the 

compactness observed from local data by Schneider et al. (1987)? Or is the nest really 

significantly larger than observed by Schneider et al. (1972), and only a portion of it was 

active during their study? 

To our knowledge, this study is the first study to use earthquake moments to 

estimate the rate of seismic strain release within the Bucaramanga nest. The rates so 

determined are large. If we assume that the spatial extent of the nest is represented 

approximately by Schneider et al.'s (1972) hypocenters, then we obtain the strain rates of 

about 1Q-12Jsec (Table 5), or, between 1Q-5Jyr and lQ-4/yr. The strains accumulated in one 

year are approximately comparable to the strains measured in laboratory samples at failure, 

and thus it is unsurprising that the Bucaramanga nests generates earthquakes with such 

regularity. 
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